
 

 

 

 

Tentative Agenda 

“How cities can advance climate actions” 

 Thursday, 5th March 2020  

14:00 Welcome and introduction Friedel Sehlleier, GIZ 

14:10 Berlin 
How Germany’s largest city fights local emissions and climate 
change 

Martin Lutz, Berlin Senate, 
Emission Protection  

14:20 Costa Rica 
Learn how Costa Rica’s paradigm of environmental 
conservationism is now applied to its largest urban area  

Lucia Artavia, City and 
Transportation Planner Costa 
Rica  

14:30 Batumi 
The second biggest city of Georgia has a SUMP and 
implements cycling, parking and public transport actions   

Ether Lomadze, Head of 
Municipal Policy Department 
at Batumi City Hall (tbc) 

 

14:40   TRUE – Real Urban Emissions Initiative 
The same emissions that poison our air are also causing 
climate change. TRUE collects data for urban change agents 

Yoann Bernhard, Emissions 
Researcher, ICCT 

14:50 Q&A with the audience 
 

15:05 Speaker’s Quiz 

Let’s see how well our speakers know their audience 

 

15:15 Q&A with the facilitator  

15:25   Wrap-up and goodbye  

 

Notes for panellists and organiser 

• Speakers have up to 10 Minutes to share their first-hand experiences in reducing 

transport sector CO2 and pollution emissions in a city context. Speakers can talk 

about the policy actions their city has taken, the impacts of these actions and the 

process from idea to implementation 

• Audience quiz:  Each panellist gets the special task to include one odd “special 

item” as a metaphor/analogy /figure of speech /example in his or her 

speech/presentation. The special items are: banana, washing machine, pair of 

shoes, feather, French fries, suitcase, Palm tree, Flip Flop, coconut, football, 

hammer & nail, cooking pot (or something the panellist suggests). Panellists must 

make sure to mention the item 2-3 times during their input. After all panellist 

spoke, the moderator tells the audience that each panellist has included a special 

item in their speeches and ask the audience to guess for each speaker what the 

item was.  



 

 

 

 

• we will prioritise audience questions over questions from the panel moderator. This 

is to avoid the general problem that there is little time left for audience questions 

at the end, and to maximise time for interaction. 

• Speaker Quiz: if the session time allows, we plan to inject some fun into 

proceedings by quizzing teams of speakers, Family Fortunes-style, to see how well 

they understand the audience. The quiz is prefaced by an audience poll where they 

vote on answers to a selection of questions. Next, the speakers are asked to guess 

the top answers e.g. “What do delegates think is the biggest challenge facing city 

governments?”. Whether they get it right or wrong, it’s a novel way to deliver the 

results of the poll to the delegates. 


